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“The Butterfly Children”
 What is Epidermolylsis Bullosa or E.B.?

E.B is a genetic disease caused by around 18 different genes, the most 
common being the keratin (protein) genes KRT5 and KRT14, which 

have instructions for the production of proteins, malfunctioning. This lack 
of proteins causes the skin and flesh to be incredibly delicate to the point 
of blistering with even the slightest touch. Thus, the nickname “the 
butterfly children” began. The disease is purely physical and results in no mental 

debilitations.

It can be a dominant or a recessive autosomal disorder with the results 
of a person with dominant alleles having simplex and dominant 

dystrophic E.B. and a person with recessive alleles having junctional
and recessive dystrophic E.B. 

Junctional E.B. is thought to be the most severe form of E.B. as it 
occurs in the junction between two of the lower layers of skin, but simplex and  

dominant and recessive dystrophic E.B. can be just as debilitating. All 
forms of E.B. will cause excruciating pain and can leave a person 
disfigured enough to need surgery (usually in the hands and esophagus) 
for the use of their limbs or for the ability to breath and eat.



“Putting The ‘Butterfly’ on E.B.”
 The worst disease you’ve never heard of.

The first known case of E.B. was in the late 1800’s, and children born 
with E.B. often died right after birth or during it. Now, through modern 
medicine and wider knowledge, E.B. patients with the worst forms of E.B. 
have been known to live for two years and people with lesser forms of E.B. can 
live up into their 20’s until the severe internal damage from their condition 
kills them.
A person born with E.B. is usually diagnosed right after birth or within their 
first few years and can be tested for it by using a skin sample or a negative 
vacuum device (shown in the image below). On a normal person, the vacuum 
takes one hour to make a blister. On a patient with severe E.B., it only takes 
three minutes or less to form a blister. 

 There is no cure. However, bandaging all over 
the body can help prevent blisters. Lotions 
and soft materials can also help keep the skin 
from harm. Internal damaging cannot be 
prevented though. E.B patients are like 
walking burn victims, because their wounds 
never heal the same and sometimes not at 

all.



“As Rare as a Lotus Blue Butterfly”
 The children who can’t seem to belong.

E.B. affects every 20,000 births in the U.S.A (200 kids per year). That is 
around 50 kids in 1,000,000, but out of a million children born with 

E.B., only 9 live to adulthood. 
Being few and far between, it is difficult for E.B. patients to fit in. In 

2013, a family with E.B. kids entered a restaurant and received rather 
unwanted attention. The mother explained her children’s conditions 
when confronted,  but the restaurant manager stated that the disease 
was obviously “contagious” and that the family should “. . .find somewhere 

else to eat.” 
Despite the disrespect given by most, E.B. patients can usually find solace 
from the internet, social media, and support groups around the globe. 
Parents suffering to keep their newborns pain and blister free, can find 
support, help, and a shoulder to lean on from organizations like 
Debra.org and blogs like “E.B.’ing A Mom.” 



“A Touchdown of Butterflies”
 Adding the final touches on the genetics of E.B.

To have a child with E.B., one or both of its parents have to be either 
carriers of the disease (Bb) or have it themselves (Bb/BB). 

Recessive pedigree for E.B. Dominant pedigree for E.B.



“Burning Butterflies”
 The pain caused by E.B.

Blistered children with E.B. are forced to take skin-burning baths of vinegar or bleach to clean 
off bacteria. The father of a young girl said, “The simplest of things, like dental cleaning or 
brushing her teeth, is enough to rip the inside of her mouth open. . .” With every fall or bump, 
these children get extremely painful blisters, and yet they can still muster up a smile (in the 
middle image is a child with severe E.B.).

Personal stories.
Megan Barron (on the left at 22) began life with dystrophic 
Epidermolysis Bullosa, which is known for its development of 
scar tissue. However, having a fatal genetic disease did not leave 
Barron moping; she became both a pioneer and advocate for the 
rights for people with  disabilities. In her lifetime she had to have 
many surgeries: one to separate her thumbs from her hands and 
others to free her esophagus up so that she could breath. She 
eventually died from internal damage at 24 in 2015.

Tripp Roth (on the right with 
his mum) was born with the 
worst form of E.B. (junctional) 
which causes great amounts of 
fluid loss. 
After great suffering and pain 
from the blistering of his 
internal organs, he died at 2 
years and 8 months in 2011.



“The Truth of The Butterfly Children”
 The importance of knowledge

Children with E.B. live a life of pain and sadness knowing that they will most likely 
not reach their 30th year. Their bodies’ clocks have been wound and set, and the hands 
are ticking. New studies have shown that there is a chance of living a longer, stronger life 
through stem cells, but this is a risky, life-threatening surgery that will not cure you, only 
help you. And it is only temporary. Bullosa means blister, and lysis means breakdown. So, 
E.B. literally means “the breakdown and blistering of the epidermis” (skin).

This disease, Epidermolysis Bullosa, is a genetic condition that needs the world to 
see, hear, and feel the pain and depression it causes. Though rare, it is truly the worst 
disease that nobody has ever dreamed of.
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